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Project Details 
………………………………………………………………… 
Location 
Northampton 
………………………………………………………………… 
Contact Reference 
Company NTAR 

Name  

Job Title General Manager 

Tel  

Email   

………………………………………………………………… 
Contract Date 
Start Date 
2015 

End Date 
2016 

………………………………………………………………… 
Contract Value 

  

In October 2015, The National Training Academy 
for Rail (NTAR) opened its doors to its inaugural 
apprentices in a bid to solve the burgeoning skills 
crisis in the rail industry. The £7m state-of-the-art 
academy in Northampton is a joint public-private 
initiative between the UK Government and 
Siemens Plc. The Academy were keen to develop 
high quality, immersive and interactive learning solutions that would ensure it became an 
international Centre of Excellence for UK rail training. 

NTAR commissioned PAULEY to develop a range of courses for rail engineers in an innovative and 
compelling way.  NTAR were looking for exciting solutions involving gameplay and interactive 3D 
elements which could be used online and on mobile devices. 

Scope  Part of NTAR 
Project 

PAULEY Expert in 
field 

Virtual Reality (Oculus Rift) ✓ ✓ 

Augmented Reality (Microsoft HoloLens) ✓ ✓ 

Blended Learning ✓ ✓ 

Industry Leading ✓ ✓ 

Multi-Stakeholder Collaboration ✓ ✓ 

Live stream Data Feeds  ✓ 

3D Asset Portal ✓ ✓ 

On/Off Line Learning   

Awards Won/Finalist ✓  

“We are really pleased to be working with PAULEY 
they have demonstrated intuition and innovation 
in developing and delivering an interactive and 
immersive training experience, which adds greatly 
to how NTAR will bring alive its training. PAULEY’s 
technology is about transforming training into a 
solution that is far superior to what can be 
achieved in the classroom, a unique learning 
experience. When people tried the new material 
and Oculus Rift for the first time, it was a jaw-
dropping experience”. 

Simon Rennie, General Manager, NTAR (National 
Training Academy for Rail) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: NTAR Training Room 
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Project Delivery 

Working in collaboration NTAR and PAULEY created the UK’s first immersive learning suite to tackle 

the skills crisis in the UK railway industry and build tomorrow’s digital railway, believed to be the 

biggest development in learning for 20 years. Oculus Rift virtual reality headsets and multiple screen-

based devices were used to deliver 25 online training courses, giving engineering apprentices ‘hands-

on’ experience of cutting-edge technology in an engaging and safe environment that couldn’t be 

achieved in the real-world or classroom. This revolutionary initiative brings training to life at NTAR, 

inspires learners, delivers value for money and helps attract the next generation of rail engineers.  

NTAR asked PAULEY to transform existing data and course content into dynamic training courses, 

which would be truly compelling, engaging and cutting-edge. Designed to be fun and memorable, we 

developed a wide range of interactive material to be delivered via a combination of VR and screen-

based devices, including desktop computers, laptops, tablets and 90-inch touchscreens.  

NTARs original training content consisted of a mixture of PowerPoint files which had limited graphics 

and content that captured the interest of learners. Engineers are primarily hands on who learn by 

doing rather than listening and often became disengaged when being taught through the traditional 

face to face classroom training. 

By simply wearing a VR headset or using Touch Tech, students are able to interact with 3D models and 

are able to familiarise themselves with this unique environment before they ever start work on a real 

train.  PAULEYs programs ensure that key features and processes such as radio and cab safety systems; 

automatic warning systems and train protection warning systems are learnt in complete safety. 

Course Material Produced 

At the heart of NTAR sits the UK’s first dedicated 

fully-immersive learning suite using a 

combination of Oculus Rift VR headsets and 

screen-based devices, including laptops, tablets 

and large format classroom-based touchscreens 

to deliver 25 different interactive online training 

courses. These courses cover a diverse range of 

technical skills and competencies and were 

created by PAULEY from over 4,000 pages of 

traditional paper-based courses.  PAULEY 

created an intuitive game-changing solution 

which provides a truly engaging, hands-on 

learning experience to apprentices and 

engineers. 

During this ground-breaking project, PAULEY produced a number of courses for use by NTAR students 

including (but not limited to):  

• AWS and TPWS: Maintenance and Fault-finding (EAL)  

• Advanced Doors Maintenance (EAL) 

• Bogie Maintenance (EAL) 

• Coupler Maintenance (EAL) 

• Fundamentals of HVAC System Maintenance: Saloon (EAL) 

Figure 2: Students at NTAR exploring complex 

components with Touch Tech 
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• Introduction to GSMR: including basic maintenance tasks (EAL) 

• Introductory Vehicle Technical Course (EAL) 

Innovation and Value Added 

PAULEY developed the simulator training at NTAR 

using leading edge virtual reality hardware (Oculus 

Rift) and 3D software – creating an experience that 

allows apprentices to take their first steps inside the 

train and to explore different aspects of its 

maintenance and technical operation.  Delivered in 

extraordinary digital detail, this kind of training 

helps drivers get to grips with the complex 

environment before stepping foot inside the real 

thing.  An industry first! 

Unlike a traditional simulator which can only deliver 

a single experience over and over again, the nature 

of the solutions delivered by PAULEY is unlimited.  In addition, the train and route specific simulations 

can easily be updated in response to changes in the real world.  

Collaborative Approach 

Working closely with NTAR our design team were able to create compelling, innovative and interactive 

course content that aligned with the learning objectives. 

The use of Oculus Rift virtual reality headsets and 3D computer modelling was effectively aligned with 

the key learning objectives thanks to a clear vision and careful evaluation of which courses would be 

best suited to digital immersive learning.  

Benefits realised 

We believe the adoption of our immersive technology enabled NTAR to create a step change in the 

quality and efficiency of training delivery. Not only can the training be delivered faster, but it is also 

more immersive, more involved and ultimately more beneficial for the trainee in developing learning, 

knowledge and competency.  

A summary of the key benefits realised can be seen on the table below:  

Benefits 

What Direct Trainer Time 

Rationale Interactivity and quality of learning 

Benefit 20% (estimated) of contact time 

What Safety (environment) 

Rationale Recreation of high-risk systems and scenarios in a safe environment 

Benefit Accelerated learning, risk reduction 

What Effective change management/Future Proofing 

Rationale Training material can be easily be updated and amended 

Figure 3: Learning through VR at NTAR 
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Benefit Course material does not become out of date, text books do not need replacing 

What Outstanding Visualisations  

Rationale VR provides outstanding visualisations that can’t be achieved in a traditional 
work or training environment (i.e. power point) 

Benefit Completely engages/immerses the user in the visualised world 

Safety First 

This intuitive learning solution has enabled 

apprentices and engineers to experience 

complicated training scenarios and the workings of 

complex and sometimes dangerous equipment in a 

safe, practical and near ‘real-life’ learning 

environment. For example, learners have been able 

to access the roof or cab of a train, when it just 

wouldn’t have been safe or practical to do so on the 

tracks or at a depot.  

The innovative use of technology has made the 

learning experience enjoyable and memorable, 

ensuring people are motivated to learn and achieve 

their goals, resulting in increased levels of competency in terms of safety on and off the tracks.  

Driving efficiencies  

A constant driver from the outset of the initiative was to achieve value and efficiency in training 

investment. At the beginning of the project, a pilot was undertaken which involved the conversion of 

hundreds of pages of technical information into a digital Torque Awareness course with integrated 

online assessment tools to measure the effectiveness of the learning.  

The pilot was a huge success, capturing the imagination of key stakeholders who were satisfied that 

the course: provided a high quality and more engaging user-experience; met the training objectives 

of the previous classroom-based course; and would get people to competency faster while saving 

significant training costs. The pilot led to a willingness to invest in 24 more courses by PAULEY and the 

purchase of 12 high-performing consoles each equipped with high-spec PCs, touchscreen monitors 

and an Oculus Rift VR headset.  

Cost-analysis as part of a broader business case demonstrated that an immersive online training 

programme would deliver value for money compared with alternative methods of training and could 

result in significant cost savings.  

Using commodity IT and focusing resources on content development enabled NTAR to maximise and 

future-proof its investments. Resources were prioritised to ensure the development of high-quality 

learning content that could be accessed via NTAR’s website and rolled out nationwide as a flexible on-

demand multi-device learning solution to accommodate learning around day-to-day activities, shift-

work or for refresher training.  

Keeping training materials up to date with the latest engineering and technical changes is now much 

easier and more cost-effective compared with paper-based documentation. 

Figure 4: Extract from Pantograph O&M course 
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Changing the face of learning  

This was the biggest development in learning for 20 years. The initiative helped secure the future of 

Britain’s rail network by making sure new people are attracted into the industry and rapidly trained 

with the most engaging learning techniques. NTAR and PAULEY are changing the face of training for 

railway apprentices and engineers and are demonstrating that the future of learning in the railway 

industry is virtual.  

The use of VR and simulations inspired learners; providing a practical and safe ‘hands-on’ learning 

experience; ensuring a faster time to competency; delivering consistent standards across the industry; 

achieving cost savings and greater flexibility compared to classroom training. It’s not surprising then 

that NTAR has achieved its goal and been widely been recognised as an International Centre of 

Excellence for rail engineering skills development and a key force in revitalising the industry, ensuring 

the rail network is maintained and developed to the highest standards.  

Summary  

This was the first time that Oculus Rift virtual reality headsets and 3D computer modelling were used 

as part of a blended learning programme to immerse and engage UK apprentices and engineers, 

bringing technical and theoretical subject matter to life, totally transforming the way key 

competencies were learnt and tested. Apprentices at NTAR are now able to learn-by-doing and can 

safely and easily explore different scenarios in a virtual world that just wouldn’t be possible in the real 

world or traditional classroom. 

Digital learning is often about trying to replicate classroom experiences while saving costs. This 

landmark initiative transformed traditional uninspiring training and delivered a unique interactive and 

immersive learning experience that is far superior and delivered greater value to what can be achieved 

in the classroom alone.  

Awards 

The resources PAULEY developed for NTAR won gold in the Innovation in the Learning category at The 

Learning Awards 2016.  

Please click the following link to view a video of one of the course produced for NTAR demonstrating 

ETCS Driver Training.

 

https://www.pauley.co.uk/videos/temp_13_12/ETCS_Driver_Training.mp4

